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Summary of the Project
Dates  4-11 March,2012
   Site Survey: 6-8 March, 2012
    Workshop:9 March, 2012    10:00 AM -  3:30 PM
Place Barangay of  Hapao, Ba-Ang & Nungulunan, Municipality of  Hungduan, Ifugao Province, Republic 
of  the Philippines
   Workshop: Heritage Village, Poblacion, Municipality of  Hungduan, Ifugao Province  
Theme  What is “heritage” for Hungduan people?
  --Signiﬁ cance of  a World Heritage landscape for local lives
Organizer Glocal Negotiation Programme(GNP),
  Master's and Doctoral Programme in World Heritage Studies,
  University of  Tsukuba
  
Co-Organizers Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement(SITMo)
  Ifugao State University(IFSU)   
  Municipality of  Hungduan
  
Language: English/Ifugao Langage
Number of  local participants for the Site Survey  31 people
Number of  Workshop participants   65 people
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Schedule of the Project
*including the movement of the Tsukuba team between Japan-Hungduan
DATE STAY
04. MAR. 2012 Narita( Japan )-Manila( NCR,Philippines ) Manila
05. MAR. 2012 Move from Manila to Banaue( Ifugao Province, Philippines )
Banaue
((Banaue Hotel))
06. MAR. 2012
AM
Move from Banaue to Hapao( Municipality of  Hungduan, Ifugao 
Province, Philippines )
Preparation for the site survey
Sharing of  the site survey methods with the students of  IFSU
Hungduan
(Giovanni's Place)
PM
Site Survey (Survey TeamA : Group1)
Site Survey (Survey TeamB : Group2)
07. MAR. 2012
AM
Site Survey (Survey TeamA : Group3)
Site Survey (Survey TeamB : Group4)
PM
Site Survey (Survey TeamA : Group5)
Site Survey (Survey TeamB : Group6)
08. MAR. 2012
AM
Site Survey (Survey TeamA : Group7)
Site Survey (Survey TeamB : Group8)
PM Preparation for the Workshop 
09. MAR. 2012
Workshop "What is "heritage" for the Hungduan People?"(Heritage 
Village, Poblacion, Hungduan, Ifugao State, Philippines)
Move from Hapao to Banaue
Banaue
(Banaue Hotel)
10. MAR. 2012
Excursion to the Nagakadan Rice Terraces, Municipality of  
Kiangan
Move from Banaue to Manila
Manila
11. MAR. 2012 Manila-Narita
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Fig.1　Maps of  the Philippines/Ifugao Province/Municipality of  Hungduan 
P12.13
Hungduan
Banaue
Mayoyao
Kiangan
＊ Green zones are Word Heritage areas.
©METI    ©NASA
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Fig.2　Satellite Ortho Image(ALOS) of  Hungduan 
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Fig.3　Map of  the Project Area in Hapao(Hungduan) 
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©Yoshito KIKUCHI
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Fig.4　Aerial Photograph of  the Project Area in Hapao(Hungduan) 
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  Image from the Project
Images from the Project
Photos taken by Junko OKAHASHI, Masahito YOSHIDA, Yoshito KIKUCHI, Jonathan MARTIN
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Chapter1 Project Outline
1 Project Outline
 This Project has been elaborated at University of  Tsukuba since September 2011, in the framework of  the Global 
Negotiation Programme, where ownership of  project planning and implementation has been given to the students.
Philippines / Ifugao Project Practice 2012
What is “heritage” for the Hungduan people? 
Signiﬁ cance of a World Heritage landscape for local lives
1. Background
 The Rice Terraces of  the Philippine Cordilleras were inscribed as the first living cultural landscape on the World 
Heritage List (C722) under the cultural criteria (iii) (iv) and (v) in 1995. However, it was soon added to the “List of  
World Heritage Properties in Danger” in 2001, due to the risk of  losing its outstanding universal values. Since then, 
many domestic and international organizations offered much assistance to establish a system to safeguard the culture 
and landscape of  the site. As a result, its physical condition is observed to have partly improved. Even so, it has 
become difﬁ cult to maintain the rice terraces in the same way as before, because many cultivators, notably the young 
generation, leave this land for urban areas and other countries to ﬁ nd a ‘better’ life.
 As many experts point out, there are two issues that we must take into account in order to support this area. First, 
the current rice production is not proﬁ table enough for the cultivators. It seems necessary to develop a market and 
distribution channel to gain stable economic beneﬁ ts from the rice farming. Second, the local people need further 
opportunities to recognize the values which their living rural landscape conveys. They need to be encouraged to 
enhance their culture and protect their landscape spontaneously, for their own benefits, which would then further 
become beneﬁ ts of  the world. 
 In order to stimulate landscape conservation and recognize its linkage with local livelihoods, tourism may play 
an important role to maintain the outstanding universal value of  these Rice Terraces. A community-led tourism 
development would lead to an increase of  their economic benefits, reflecting the opinions of  the local, since a 
successful and sustainable tourism requires sound local communication, agreement and participation. Nevertheless, 
such notion is scarce in the past reports and documents.
2. Objectives
 This project aims to clarify what elements of  the landscape of  the Rice Terraces are considered to be important by 
the “local” people, in other words, what is the signiﬁ cance of  the Rice Terraces for them, who live in and live on this 
cultural landscape area. This idea is based on a trust for participatory approach, considering it meaningful to reconsider 
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the position of  local communities in heritage conservation and management. Thus, our objectives were to 
 1) conduct a brief  survey on local views, and 
 2) offer some referable new data, adapted to meet the needs of  the local, (including the local government)  
     national and international institutions. 
 Through this project, we also hope that the local participants, mainly involved in rice farming, could enjoy the joint 
opportunity to recognize importance in their own daily surroundings and elements of  their traditional culture. 
 We wished to introduce a methodology, which is one of  the effective tools for landscape research in Japan, to adapt 
to the study of  the Ifugao Rice Terraces. We believe that this could lead to a pleasant international exchange and 
grassroot/academic cooperation between the Philippines and Japan.
3. Methodology
 Among the five Ifugao World Heritage clusters (Hungduan, Batad, Bangaan, Nagacadan and Mayoyao), the Rice 
Terraces of  Hungduan (mainly Hapao area, as well as Ba-ang and Nungulunan) has been identiﬁ ed as the pilot site for 
this research project. The choice was restricted this time to Hungduan, due to the limited numbers of  days Tsukuba 
University team could stay on-site. Upon transmission of  the methodology to local actors, the pilot site-survey may be 
replicated and adapted in other areas if  applicable. 
 We employed several steps in this project. First, we  conducted a photographic survey with the local participants, 
including interviews at the same time.  Local participants were mainly farmers of  Hungduan. Farmers being the 
majority of  local population, they represent local views.. Second, we analyzed the data gained from the ﬁ eldwork, in 
order to capture the local opinions concerning the site. We then  converted the results into a presentation form as 
resources for the workshop discussion.
3.1. Photographic survey
 We asked 8 groups of  local participants  to move freely in order to take pictures of  their favourite places/things or 
places/things of  attachment, with two Polaroid cameras per group. The survey site extended within the  Barangays of  
Hapao, Nungulunan and Ba-ang in the Municipality of  Hungduan. Core project members were divided into two teams, 
consisting of  one or two students of  University of  Tsukuba and two students of  Ifugao State University. Each team 
followed one group at a time, following 4 groups per team in three days. Each group survey took two to four hours in 
order to walk around and take 20 pictures. At each spot where a photo was taken, a project member recorded the spot 
on a Geographic Information System (GIS) mobile tool to identify the location.
3.2. Interview
 Before the photographic survey,  questionnaire sheets was distributed with general questions such as name, age, sex, 
place of  birth etc. Then, during the photographic survey, each time a photo was taken, the following question was 
asked: — Why do you favour this scenery? Why are you attached to this scenery? The interviews were recorded with 
IC recorders and were also noted down by the project members. After the photo/round, each group was also asked to 
gather around the 20 shots and choose their best photo, as a collective opinion, and to explain why the best photo was 
chosen.
3.3. Analysis of  data collected from the ﬁ eldwork
 We used the photos and interview records as sources of  analysis, and analyzed similarities and differences among the 
groups. Furthermore, we had the aim to seize any gap between what the local people considered as important and what 
were considered as signiﬁ cant by external heritage  experts through reports and World Heritage Committee documents.
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 The acquired GIS data were another important source of  analysis. The data could showthe exact spots where each 
photo was taken,  in a digitalized format readable on computers . The exact locations could  therefore be readable on 
the map.
3.4. Presentation
 Presentation of  the esurvey data and results was made in three ways : 
 i) explanatory presentation in a local workshop, 9 March 2012 ,
 ii) exhibition of  the survey route map/photos at the Heritage Village of  the Hungduan Municipal complex,  
     from 9 March 2012and
 iii) this Project Report, issued 30 March 2012.
4. Project partners
 - Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo), Mr. Marlon Martin and his whole team
 - Ifugao State University (IFSU), notably through Prof. Dinah Licyayo 
 - Municipality of  Hungduan, through the Hon. Mayor Mr. Hilario Bumangabang and notably the team  
    members of  the Tourism Unit
5. Workshop
 The workshop, entitled “What is “heritage” for the Hungduan people?” was organized to share the results of  the 
survey and to discuss the present issues as well as future vision for the living heritage in Hungduan. We called widely 
upon the local people to join this workshop, especially those who participated in the survey, as well as Provincial/
Municipal ofﬁ cials and local/international experts.
6. Items procured for the project
 IC Reorder x 2 
 Digital Camera (with GPS) x 2 
 Instax Camera: FujiFilm instax 210 Wide x 4
 Wide Film 5package set (50 sheets) x 4
 PDA (with ArcPad) x 2 
 Laptop computer (with ArcGIS) x 1 
 Maps of  the survey area (for the exhibition & analysis) x 10 sheets
 Photo Printer Canon SELPHY CP800 x 1
 Color ink/Paper set KL-36IP 3PACK set (L-size/36*3pack=108sheets) x 2 
7. Project Members 
 Ifugao State University (IFSU): 
 Kenneth ALBERTO, Political Science
 Judith B. CHOMMOG, Political Science
 Sylvette Joy LICYAYO, Political Science
 Janice H. PINKIHAN, Political Science
 University of Tsukuba:
 Yoshito KIKUCHI, Doctoral Program in World Cultural Heritage Studies 
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 Yoko SASAKI, Master’s Program in World Heritage Studies
 Hiroshi YOSHINO, Doctoral Program in Literature and Linguistics
 Nobuko INABA, Director and Professor, World Heritage Studies
 Masahito YOSHIDA, Programme Leader for the Global Negotiation Programme, 
       Associate Professor, World Heritage Studies
 Junko OKAHASHI, Programme Coordinator for the Global Negotiation Programme, 
     Associate Professor, World Heritage Studies
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2-1 Objectives & Plans
Yoshito KIKUCHI
<1>　Objectives & organaization
 The aim of  this site survey was to identifythe landscape which local people like most. From the point of  view 
of  community-based heritage conservation and management --  including maintenanceof  agriculture and local 
subsistence-- it is very important to be satisﬁ ed with local awareness for heritage and landscape. In particular, "Ifugao 
Rice Terraces" is an internationally famous tourist spot as well as cultural heritage inscribed on the World Heritage List 
and other international conservation system (e.g. FAO-GIAHS). Therefore we thought that the “typical landscape” of  
this site would be much inﬂ uenced by external ideas.
Considering their perspectives, we wished to clarify this perspective for heritage conservation and suggest the future 
vision of  this area through site survey and workshop with local participants.
 *      *      *       *
 University of  Tsukuba, SITMo (local NGO/NPO "Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement") and the Ifugao State 
University (IFSU) cooperated and worked together.
. We needed to invitelocal farmers to join our survey, who belonged to different age groups and with balance of  gender. 
Such organization of  local participation started from close communication between the Tsukuba University’s World 
Heritage Studies GNP Programme Coordinator and SITMo, and was eventually materialized thanks to the efforts of  
SITMo and the Municipality of  Hungduan.  The local participants were divided into 8 groups (page.31), accompanied 
by 2 core survey teams which followed 4 groups each(Tab.1) .
Survey Group A Survey Group B
Univ. of Tsukuba
Yoshito Kikuchi
Yoko Sasaki
Yoshino Hiroshi
Prof. Masahito Yoshida Prof. Junko Okahashi
Ifugao State Univ.
Janice H. Pinkihan
Kenneth Alberto
Judith B. Chommog
Sylvette Joy Locyayo
Tab.1　Survey Teams
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<2>　Survey Methods
 In order to carry out the survey and achieve the goals, we collected data on their favourite landscapes and why they 
selected them.
 In this survey, we use three survey methods: questionnaire to the  local participants; photographic survey/interview; 
route tracking and photo-shooting point determination with GIS/GPS . 
[Questionnaire]
 Questionnaire was distributed and answered by members of   each group before going on-site for the photo survey, in 
order to grasp the characteristics on theirrelation with and awareness on the rice terraces.  The questionnaire sample is 
shown in Fig.5.
 The questionnaire was composed of  7 questions, of  which 3 (Q.3,5,6) with branch questions.
 The questions are in three parts; attribution (Q.1&2); relation to the place of  living and its rice terraces(Q.3&7); 
awareness on World Heritage and various programmes  for the conservation of  rice terraces (Q4&5&6). They included 
both multiple choice questions and open-ended questions.
 Based on their answers, we tried to grasp the attribution and tendency of  each group, and analyze the relation between 
the group tendency and photographs taken on the site.
[Photographic survey] 
 Photographic survey was the main survey method in this project.
 In order to clarify the favourite landscape/landscape of  attachment 
for the local people, we ask them  to take photographs of  what they 
like. We handed each group two instax cameras (Fuji Film Instax210 
Wide; Fig.6). The Fujifilm Instax 210 captures and delivers vivid, 
high-quality prints in an instant with its automatically-adjusting 
flash, high-resolution retracting lens and a big, clear viewfinder. 
Included in the Instax 210 is a removable close-up lens adapter. The 
compatible Instax Instant Color Film is of  professional grade and 
provides superior performance. 
 Each group had two packages of  10 ﬁ lm sheets, and therefore could take 20 photographs.
 After photographs were taken, the survey teams collected them to analyze the objects. All photographs were displayed 
at the workshop on the maps on which we drew the trekking routes and shooting points. During the trekking, we made 
interviews to the photographer each time a photo was taken. The question was the following.
 ---WHY did you select this object ? WHY did you like this one?
 The answers (explanations, stories) were recorded by the survey team on notebooks and on an IC-recorder, to be 
analyzed together with photographs and questionnaires.
[GIS/GPS route tracking and determination of photo-shooting points]
 To record the spatial information of  the photographic survey, we broughtto the site per survey team a personal digital 
assistant (PDA) (GPS Pathfinder SB (Trimble);Fig.7), loaded with Microsoft Windows Mobile (ver.6.1) and ESRI 
ArcPad (ver.5.03) with Global Positioning System(GPS).
 Using ESRI ArcPad and GPS, we recorded the shooting points of  all photographs and trekking routes of  each group.  
Fig.6　Instax210 Wide(FujiFilm)
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Fig.5　Questionnaire
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 After the trekking, the data in PDA were transferred to the computer to be able to 
be analyzed with ESRI ArcGIS(ArcView) (ver.10 Service Pack3).
 Prior to the project practice in Ifugao,  we drew a digital map as basemap for the 
survey, using ESRI ArcGIS(ArcView) and the existing various sources (satellite 
orth image, aerial photograph, topographical map and so on), since paper-based or 
detailed digital maps of  the survey area haven't been published yet. The sources we 
used for drawing the base map were the following.
 *      *      *       *
[Base Map using the site survey]
 Base map for this survey was drawn with ESRI ArcGIS since  detailed maps on the survey did not exist 
and we wished to to use a digitalized map in order to enable GIS analysis. It was drawn with following 
data.
1. Contour lines were drawn with GIS software "ESRI ArcGIS Spatial Analyst", original data based 
on ASTER-GDEM ( product of  the Ministry of  Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan and NASA, 
USA). GDEM stands for Global Digital Elevation Model and is provided in a tiff  ﬁ le format.
2. The boundaries and areas of  rice terraces, roads and rivers are drawn with GIS software "ESRI 
ArcGIS" and based on "Bing Maps Aerial", which is a product of  Microsoft Corporation and 
published in the original website of  Microsoft and "ArcGIS online" of  ESRI. Aerial photographs of  
the survey area were taken in 2010.
3. The place names are based on topographical maps of  701 series published by the National Mapping 
and Resource Information Authority (NAMRIA) of  the Philippines.
 The base map is shown in Fig.3 on page.12. 
With no plotter near the site, we printed 
paper-based maps of  A0 size at Tsukuba. 
We added the data from the site survey 
both on the paper map and on the digital 
maps in a laptop computer.
 The system mentioned above is shown on
Fig.8.
Fig.7　GPS Pathﬁ nder SB
(Trimble)
Fig.8　GIS/GPS System for the Site Survey
GPS(Global Positioning System)
*recording the data
*tracking(using GPS)
*analyzing the data
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Fig.9　Analysis of  ArcGIS on a laptop computer
<3>　Analysis Methods
 After the site survey, we analyze the collected data: questionnaire answers, photographs taken by participants and 
geographic data of  routes and shooting points.
 For the questionnaire, we statistically processed all data, in particular questions of  multiple choices. Therefore, 
we could clarify the tendency of  each group based on the number of  answers. On the other hand, we statistically 
processed the open-ended questions after classifying answers  under certain contents.
 As for the photographic survey, We classified the photos under various categories of  objects,  then counted the 
pictures per category. This was the basic data for quantitative analysis. In addition, after drawing the trekking route and 
shooting points and pasting all photos of  the base map, we identiﬁ ed photos which were of  characteristic objects seen 
from the viewpoint of  outsiders. This work was conducted in order to identify future resources for visitor management 
(tourism).
 Finally, we compared the photographic survey data with the questionnaire data, then analyzed the tendency of  
landscape and objects of  attachment for the local inhabitants.
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<3>    List of Local Participants in the Survey
GROUP1
NAME SEX AGE
MADIWO, MAYNE G. F 16
ANANAYO, JASON C. M 17
CHRISTOPHER, UDUIYA D. M 17
TAGUYNNGON, BENILYN N. F 15
GROUP2
NAME SEX AGE
AURORA ANANAYO F 64
ESTHER HUMIDING F 54
ANGELSON B. KIDIINGON F 46
GROUP3
NAME SEX AGE
SONY LINAGGA M 32
MARILYN MAGAYA F 43
MARTINA IBAN F 54
GROUP4
NAME SEX AGE
JIMMY BUMABGHAT M 45
ANGELICA BIMMOHYA F 34
MARCOS BIDANG M 44
BERTA BINUMHO F 54
GROUP5
NAME SEX AGE
ELISA MADIWO F 53
JOSEPH NAKAKE M 59
ANGELINA GANO F 70
TERESITA BUNANGABANG F 70
GROUP6
NAME SEX AGE
ELENA COSTALES F 58
TERESIRA MADIWO - -
JUAN TUGUINAY M 50
JUAN KEKELEK M 60
(no name) - -
GROUP7
NAME SEX AGE
RAMON GAYADANG M 48
ESTER G. WILLIAM F 50
LUIS ADAMME M 78
 ANTONY BUMAGATRY M 76
GROUP8
NAME SEX AGE
MANUEL GUIMANGAL M 58
BEN BALLATONG M 60
ERMELINDA H. DAG-O F 35
TERISA BANNAGGO F 56
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2-2 Data from the Site Survey
Survey Team
 The data from the site survey are shown below. The data consists of  two sections; data from the questionnaire (pp.33-
38) and data from the photographic survey (pp.39-61), which included trekking routes, shooting positions and contents 
from of  the participants' interview.
 Due to limited time, a part of  open-ended questions was statistically processed after the site surveys and the workshop 
on 9 March.
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Data from the Questionnaire
Tab.2  Sex
GROUP Male Female
1 2 2
2 0 3
3 1 2
4 2 2
5 1 3
6 3 2
7 3 1
8 2 2
total 14 17
Tab.4  Where were you born?(Q.1)
GROUP In Hapao
In Hungduan
(excepting Hapao)
In Ifugao Province
(excluding municipality
of Hungduan)
In other area
1 2 1 1 0
2 2 1 0 0
3 2 1 0 0
4 0 3 1 0
5 4 0 0 0
6 2 2 0 1
7 3 1 0 0
8 3 1 0 0
total 18 10 2 1
Tab.3  Age
GROUP -19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-
1 4
2 1 1 1
3 1 1 1
4 1 2 1
5 2 2
6 4 1
7 1 1 2
8 1 2 1
total 4 0 3 5 12 3 4 0
(N=31)
(N=31)
(N=31)
MaleFemale
50-59
70-79
40-49
-19
60-69
30-39
In Hungduan In Hapao
In Ifugao Province
In other area
Fig.11  Age
Fig.10  Sex
Fig.12  Where were you born?(Q.1)
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Tab.6  Do you like Hapao?(Q.3-1)
GROUP very much much a little don't like
1 4 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0
4 3 1 0 0
5 4 0 0 0
6 5 0 0 0
7 4 0 0 0
8 4 0 0 0
total 30 1 0 0
Tab.5  Do you produce rice for sale or for use?(Q.2)
GROUP for sale only for use
1 0 4
2 0 3
3 0 3
4 0 3
5 0 4
6 0 5
7 0 4
8 0 4
total 0 30
(N=30) (N=31)
 very much
 much
Fig.13  Do you like Hapao?(Q.3-1)
Tab.7  Do you know "World Heritage"?(Q.4)
GROUP YES NO
1 3 1
2 3 0
3 2 1
4 4 0
5 3 1
6 4 1
7 4 0
8 4 0
total 27 4
Tab.8  Do you know that rice terraces around Hapao 
were inscribed on the World Heritage 
List?(Q.5-1)
GROUP YES NO
1 4 0
2 3 0
3 2 1
4 4 0
5 3 1
6 5 0
7 4 0
8 3 1
total 28 3
Tab.9  Do you feel that landscape in Hapao is 
gradually changing after it was inscribed on 
the World Heritage List?(Q.5-2)
GROUP YES NO
1 4 0
2 3 0
3 2 1
4 4 0
5 3 1
6 5 0
7 3 1
8 2 1
total 26 4
Tab.10  Do you know about any programs to conserve 
the Ifugao Rice Terraces?(Q.6-1)
GROUP YES NO
1 2 2
2 3 0
3 2 1
4 4 0
5 3 1
6 5 0
7 4 0
8 4 0
total 27 4
(N=31)
(N=31) (N=30)
(N=31)
Fig.14  Do you know about any programs to 
conserve the Ifugao Rice Terraces?(Q.6-1)
YES
NO
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Because there are many tourists spots.
Tab.11  Why do you like Hapao?(Q.3-2)
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 total
Because it is where s/he lives.
Because it is her/his home. 2 2 2 1 3 5 3 3 21
Because s/he was born here.
Because it is her/his hometown. 2 2 2 1 3 3 2 3 18
Because my parent was born here. 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8
Because s/he likes its environment.
(rice terraces/river/mountain/people...) 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 6
Because it is source of living 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Because it provides her/him many foods. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Because it is  her/his pride. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Because people protects their environment. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Because there are many tourists spots. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
(N=31)
Fig.15  Why do you like Hapao?(Q.3-2)
Because it is where s/he lives.; Because it is her/his home.
Because s/he was born here.;Because it is her/his hometown.
Because it is source of living
Because it provides her/him many foods.
Because it is  her/his pride.
Because people protects their environment.
Because my parent was born here.
Because s/he likes its environment.
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Tab.12  How do you think it was changed?(Q.5-3)
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 total
Restoration of rice terraces, stone wall 
and irrigation system 0 2 1 4 1 5 3 1 18
Building construction
Changing the materials of building. 3 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 6
Eroded and abandoned rice terraces 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 5
Landsliding 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Climate change in Hapao 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
(N=25)
Tab.13  How do you think about their programs?(Q.6-2)
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 total
They are good/helpful.
They should be continued. 0 2 1 2 1 5 1 3 15
Ifugao Cultural Heritage Ofﬁ ce(ICHO) 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 3 9
Local Government Unit(LGU) 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 6
Global Important Agricultural Heritage System 
(GIAHS) 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 1 6
Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement(SITMo)
NIKI project 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 5
Department of Agriculture 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3
farmers assocation 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
school activities 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
They are not enough. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2
Government Conservation of Eco-Cultural Heritage 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
UNESCO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
(N=27)
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symbol of industry
inheritance transferred from generation to generation/
place of her(his) forefathers
living(working) place/part of our living
Tab.14  What are the rice terraces around Hapao for you and your life?(Q.7)
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 total
food provider(rice/vegetable/ﬁ sh...) 4 0 0 3 3 3 2 1 16
source of living 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 7
inheritance transferred from generation to 
generation/place of her(his) forefathers 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 7
living(working) place/part of our living 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 5
familiar place 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
place which some of the tourists come to visit 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
poorest barangay 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
symbol of industry 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
unique landscape of people 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
(N=27)
Fig.16  What are the rice terraces around Hapao for you and your life?(Q.7)
unique landscape of people
food provider(rice/vegetable/ﬁ sh...)
source of living
familiar place
place which some of the tourists come to visit
poorest barangay
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Tab.15  What are the rice terraces around Hapao for you and your life?(Q.7)
The Rice Terraces for me and for our lives are important for us because we are getting here rice for our daily meals 
and we also get here some food (vlands) like ﬁ sh, million ﬁ sh and Japanese ﬁ sh and many more.
Rice terraces are my food provider, it is my source of  living.
Rice terraces are very important because it is here were we plant rice and vegetables for every day life.
Hapao rice terraces around us in my life are very important bec. it is the source of  rice and source of  other needs in 
our family/daily life.
It's a way of  life to the people of  Hapao since time immemorial.
Source of  living. Pamana to our forefathers. I will value the rice terraces.
It helps our children.
Baang Rice Terraces is an inheritance transferred from generation to generation. Baang Rice Terraces is where people 
in Baang,  Hungduan get their source of  living.
Baang Rice terraces is good, because some of  the tourists come to visit our place.
its very important to me because its where I work for food, for my family.
Baang is considered as the poorest barangay and located in a remote place but tourists are coming to visit the rice 
terraces and the hot spring.
The terraces are where we get our food in order to live.
It helps us in our living. In order for the next generation to value the terraces, there must be elders who teach them 
how to riprap or restore the terraces.
life - because it is here where we get food.
its very important for me because its where I worked and its where I get food for my family.
Rice Terraces is life for me. It is our source of  our food. It is a valuable heritage from our old folks. They left it as 
symbol of  their industry.
Source of  food, remembrance from the foreparents.
The rice terraces are inherited since time immemorial when our parents & grandparents existed until the present.
It helps a lot because this is where we get our living. We do not need to pay for our food because we can grow them in 
the terraces.
source of  food. It is my life.
the rice terraces for me is where we get our food for the whole family.
source of  living
The source of  living for our family. It should be more improved.
Its very important to me because its part of  our living, its where we get food for our family.
It is here where you can see a unique landscape of  the people.
Terraces for me is life.
place for us where food comes
It is the source of  living so it should be preserved.
Rice terraces help me in living and supporting my family, because it is here we get food.
They are our blood. It is where we identity ourselves as Ifugao people.
Very important because I live here and I have my family here.
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Fig.17　Index Map
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Fig.20　Photos and Trekking Route of  Group3
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Fig.22　Photos and Trekking Route of  Group5
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Fig.23　Photos and Trekking Route of  Group6
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Fig.24　Photos and Trekking Route of  Group7
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Fig.25　Photos and Trekking Route of  Group8
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Group 1
1 I favor it because it was the rice ﬁ eld of  the rich symboly by the red folower.
2 I like the irrigation because the water passes through it and the water will supply the rice ﬁ elds.
3 I favor it because the hanging bridge is very important so that people can pass throught it. 
4 Because the stone wall protect the rice ﬁ elds from erosion. I like it because it was built in an artistic way.
5
I like the rice ﬁ eld planted rice and has onions planted at the center because the rice ﬁ eld is the source of  
our foods and the onions are for our viands. 
6 River: This is very beautiful for me because the water will supply the ﬁ elds and we can go for swimming.
7
Guhing: This guhing serves as a way for the water to go to in lower rice ﬁ eld. ("Guhing" means a place 
where water ﬂ ows or drains; oriﬁ ce.)
8 Gabi: it is planted along the rice paddies for viand. ("Gabi" means Taro.)
9 Church: It was the place worship by the folks.
10
Pinugo/Muyong: It was the source of  water. Trees provide enough water for the rice ﬁ elds. ("Muyong" 
and "Pinugo" mean forest.)
11
Munbayo: It was the process of  pounding rice for cooking. It was done with the use of  mortar and pestle. 
("Munbayo" means person punding and "Punbayuwan" means mortar and pestle.) 
12
This stones were very important. It was carried from the river. It was used for relaxing by sitting on it. 
They even butcher pig after taking it from the river.
13
Betel nut: It was very important "moma", It was used for their body to get warm. ("Moma" means betl 
nuts.)
14
Pangdo: It was important for the wall cleaning. ("Pangdo" means stone property placed in the stone walled 
terraces.)
15
Ubol: It was used to catch "dojo"(yuyu). Dojo is important source of  food. (Ubol means carefully woven 
material made from bamboo and used to catch dojo.) 
16 Kubi: It is for the poultry animals such as chickens. ("Kubi" means chicken coop.)
17 Page: It is the fruit of  the rice planted on the rice ﬁ elds. ("Pa-ge" means rice wiyj panicle.) 
18
Bitug: It is the symbol of  prosperity. It has high value to the folks. ("Bitug" means necklace made of  
bronze. It symbolizes prosperity.)
19 Trees: It is where they get ﬁ rewood especially which most of  the folks use. 
20 Native house: It is used as an abode, where family stays.
Group 2
1
Bato: Childhood memories, they used to stay and rest there after work, they stayed on the stone while they 
draw away the birds that are eating the rice grains.
2
Irrigation: It brings water from the river to the rice ﬁ eld. It reminds them of  their childhood days. They 
used to take a bath when they were young, playing in the river.
Ansewers of the question "Why do you like this one?" 
Photo number Answer
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3 Trees in the mountains: Those trees hold the water when it rains to prevent the soil erosion. 
4
Stone walls: They remember their forefathers who had been carrying the stones from the river to the rice 
paddies for stone walling.
5 Camote plants: alternative food when they do not have harvest. Important food.
6 Kagoko(weeding): plants cannot grow  well without weeding. 
7 forest: They get ﬁ re woods and serves as watershed. They get wild fruits to eat. 
8 Betel Nuts: they offer that to visitors as a way of  greeting. It is used during engagement. 
9
Dongla: ﬁ rst aid herbal medicine. It helps to drive the bird away. It is also used for the rituals to drive away 
evil spirits. Rituals are performed when the rice plants start to bear fruits. 
10
Bale(Native house): it serves us their kitchen, dining room and bed rooms. They live together in one place 
without partition. They lived their when they were young. 
11
Munbayu(pounding): Instead of  bringing the rice grains to the milling station, they pound it. (to save 
some money for milling) they use the pounded rice wisely because they think of  their effort.
12 elementary school: where they learned the mathematics, science, English, and Tagalog. 
13
Organic Garden: they demonstrate the organic farming to encourage the people to harvest the same way. 
Want to bring back the old practice of  gardening. Source of  livelihood. 
14 Sugarcane: That was their sweet when they were childhood. Symbolize the sweet marriage. 
15 Seedbed preparation: the basic preparation of  rice grains for planting. 
16
Gabi(taro): Alternative food when they don't have the harvest. The leaves and stems can be used as a 
viand. 
17 Rice Terrace: Their source of  living. It is their identity as Hungduan people. 
18 Church in Hapao: The oldest church. Their memory during the second world war. Refuge during the war.
19 Patungo(courting sheets): the boy courts the girl while sitting. Their memory 
20 Dak-Dak (boundary): they made the boundary to avoid disputes.
21
Hapao river: during their childhood they did ﬁ shing and swimming. This is very important because the 
water goes to the rice paddies. The river shows that the forest is still intact or preserved. 
Group 3
1
Bobu: This site is where the mumbaki stayed. ("Mumbaki" means native priest and "Babu" means 
community.) 
2 The same as Photo 1 
3
Patungo: Where old men sit and rest their back while waiting for the sun to rise. ("Patungo" means back 
rest)
4 Pigpen: It is where people put their pig so that it will not ****** the surrounding of  the community.
5 Native house: Wherefamily live together
6
Chicken is very important then because people use it in the paki ritual and food for the harvest season. 
("Paki" means ritual.)
7 Forest is where the people get ﬁ rewood for cooking and water comes.
8 Rice ﬁ eld is where people get their daily food, dojo, vegetables and so on.
9 Inside the native house
10 The same as Photo 5
11 Spear("pahul"): It was used by the people for protection in war/battle.
12 Native skirt: Native attire of  women
13 Nungulunan rice ﬁ eld
14 Irrigation("alak"): The water comes from the mountain/river, going to rice ﬁ elds. 
15 String&head bard: Native attire of  men.
16 Cleaning: It is important so that the sources of  passage of  water will be smooth.
17 Stone wall("tuping"): It holds the rice paddies to prevent erosion.
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18
Bamboo pipes("huyung"): They change to plastic pipes used to supply water from the source to the rice 
ﬁ eld.
19
Vegetable garden: People plant organic vegetable in the surrounding of  the rice field for their daily 
consumption.
20 Rice wine jar("buhi"): It is here where people make rice wine.(inheritance) 
Group 4
1 Bridge: transportation, if  there is no bridge, people cannot go to another place
2 Pangdo: this is used as a way going back and forth to their homes and their rice ﬁ eld.
3 Hopnak: without hopnak they have nothing to plant
4 Dak-Dak: even if  it rains the ground not be muddy. Prevent grass(weeds) growing.
5 Patungo: Resting place when they are tired because there was no chairs before.
6
Kawitan and Ubuwan: Sacrificial Offering during the rituals (Marriage, engagement). Food for living. 
Selling.
7 Kamote Gabi Pakpako: Alternative food when they have no harvest. Food for animals(Pigs) Viand
8
Chicken coop (Kubi): Protection of  chicks from rats. Itis used to separate chicken from another chicken 
(hen with its offspring).
9 Baboy: Sacriﬁ cal offering during rituals such as wedding. Consumption and selling
10 Buhi(Rice wine jar): They used to put the rice wine. Sign of  prestige (expensive)
11
Betel Nuts(Moma): used during engagement because they believe that the couple will be blessed to have 
children. Sign of  greeting(asking “do you have moma?” instead of  saying “hi”). Good relationship. 
Strengthen the teeth.
12
Bayu and Luhung(Mortar and pesstle): rice mill for the people, they can save money economize the rice 
grains. 
13 Irrigation: It helps to prevent erosion. Used in watering the rice paddies and vegetable gardens.
14 Sunﬂ ower (Lep or lappaw): It is used as an organic fertilizer for garden and rice ﬁ elds.
15
Ba-ang Rice Terraces: It is not the view that is important but the rice grains they harvest from it. It is their 
identity.
16 Katingul: It is used as herbal medicine for cough. It is also used to drive away dog lice.
17
Pinugu: This is where they get lumber for building houses. They get ﬁ re woods and wild fruits. It also 
serves as watershed.
18
Wa-el (Canal): This is used to control ﬂ ood during rainy season. If  there is erosion, farmers will let the 
soil pass through the canal and not through the riceﬁ elds.
19
Hapid: It is used to cure toothaches. It is an alternative for cigarette smoking. It is used during rituals 
together with betel nuts.
20 Kinago: It serves as plantation for vegetables because of  its rich fertilizer.
21
Unah (Sugarcane): Its juice is used as sugar. Its leaves are used to cover the rice cakes. It is used during 
wedding rituals wherein the couple hold it as a sign of  bonding.
Group 5
1 I love the style of  the native house of  my home placed in Hapao.
2 The ﬂ ower is the symbol of  prosperity.
3
It is very important thing in the ritual. The native priest put rice wine into it to be drunk by people who 
attended the ritual.
4 It is very important in milling the palay into rice so that we would have something to eat.
5 This is how people prepare tthe rice puddies using their spade("gand").
6
Kinago: This is an organic garden inside the rice ﬁ eld. People put the decayed weeds in the big stone for 
planting vegetables.
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7 Seed bed: It is where the seed of  palay placed and to be grown before planting in the rice paddies.
8 It is an alternative medicine for stomachache and could be also taken as food. 
9 It is used as boundary lines between the terraces.
10 The thing implies that the owner prohibits people to get his property.
11
It is people's life. It is also the source of  food of  the people.It is also their valuable because it is a 
remembrance left by the forefathers.
12 It is valuable because it is used to carry harvested palay.
13 It is helpful in catching dojo, drying ﬁ sh and steaming sweet potato.
14 Giant ferns("Tibarglan") trunks are sturdy. That's why people prefer it to use for native house posts.
15 The same as Photo 11
16 Ubong: It is used for protection against the rats so they could not enter the house. 
17 This is the old container of  the people used to put cooked rice.
18 It helps old people to walk.
Group 6
1 Mungabut: It is the removing of  the weeds to prepare the rice ﬁ elds for planting.
2 Kinago: It is the old practice of  planting vegetables for food on rice paddies because of  the rich fertilizer.
3
Dongla: This is used as decoration when they are having thanksgiving rituals for their abundant harvest. 
They put it in the rice ﬁ elds as a sign of  rest day after harvesting.
4
Luhung and Bayu (Mortar and Pestle): This is used to pound rice. These are inheritance from their old 
folks.
5
Muntunod (Planting of  Rice): It is the primary process in rice production because without doing it, there 
would be no harvest.
6
Betel Nuts: These are used as shields during typhoons. The trunks are used as water-carriers from the 
canal to the rice ﬁ elds and from rice ﬁ eld to another rice ﬁ eld.
7 Alang (Rice Storage): It is used to store rice so they would not put rice in their house to avoid crowding.
8 Nungulunan Rice Terraces: It is the source of  food. It is their inheritance from their forefathers.
9 Gulun (Cogon Grass): It is used as rooﬁ ng for native houses. Its roots are used to cure stomachache.
10
Mountain into Rice Fields: These reminds them of  the efforts of  their forefathers so they feel the strong 
attachment to these and they want the young people in this place to take good care of  these. It is an 
inheritance from their parents. It is the source of  their food.
11
Lappaw or Lep (Sunflower): it is used as fertilizers for gardens and rice fields. The leaves are used in 
polishing and shining the ﬂ oor.
12
Tarakin (Domestic animals): These are used mainly as food consumption. They are used as offerings 
during rituals like deaths and engagements.
13
Pinugu (Forest): The trees in the forest are used for building houses and making furniture. The lumbers 
are used to prevent the eroded part of  the rice ﬁ elds from more damage. They get their ﬁ rewoods from 
here.
14
Woodcarving (Munpaot): This is one of  the sources of  living as they make woodcrafts for sale. It is a 
practice taught by their forefathers.
15 Kape (Native Coffee): It is for household consumption so it would lessen ﬁ nancial spending.
16
Native Pig: it is used during rituals such as wedding, death, engagement and blessing celebrations for 
elders.
17 Unah (Sugar Cane): It is the old practice of  getting sugar from its juice.
18 Munlaw-ang (Plowing): They do this to mix the natural fertilizer with the soil.
19 Buhi (Jar): It is a sign of  prestige. It is the container for rice wine.
20
Gangha (Gong): It is a sign of  prestige. It is used during rituals like death, wedding, engagement, blessings 
and harvest.
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Group 7
1 River control protects he rice ﬁ eld from ﬂ ood.
2 I want to protect their abandoned ﬁ eld from ﬂ ood.
3 Water Reservoir supplies the community with water.
4 Terraces are one of  my inheritance from my grandparents.
5 Matakutki rice terraces are my legacy from my parent.
6 Kinago: one way of  organic vegetable farming  is thought to us by our parent.
7 This native house is the oldest style of  native house in Hapao.
8 Chicken coop is where chickens are housed so that they will not be dispersed everywhere.
9 I want this to be ﬁ red because it destroyed the irrigation.
10 Their hot spring was my playing area everyday during childhood.
11 The same as Photo 10
12 This side of  Hapao is very memorable when I was young.
13 The river supply water for Ba-ang & Hapao rice terraces. 
14 Giant Ferns("Tibarglan") trunk is best for native house posts because it is sturdy.
15 Their plants are alternative medicines.(use to stop the bleeding)
16 Chickens are very important because people use them in ritual and food in harvest season. 
17 Rattan vines are used in handicrafts and helps people earn their living.
18 This kind of  tree is my favorite local fruit.
19 The same as Photo 18
20 Without their materials we cannot eat rice.
Group 8
1
River: The water is free from pollution. Their children take a bath. Source of  irrigation, supplying the rice 
ﬁ eld.
2 Tolge: Costume for old women. Their identity. Want to preserve it because it has unique style.
3 Bato (Stone): It brings back their childhood memories. They used to playing there.
4 Tuping (Stone wall): prevent erosion,  Contribution on the beauty of  the terraces.
5 Munlaw-ang(plowing ): leveling of  the soil for the better growth of  the plants.
6
Kubi(Chicken coop): source of  income and livelihood. They put the chicken in coop so they wont eat the 
rice. Chicken wont be lost.
7
Betel Nuts (Moma): It is a way of  greeting. It is used during ritual such as engagement to show that the 
woman is already engaged 
8 Luhong and Bayu: they use to pound rice grains to ready for cooking.
9 Page: Basic food of  the residents. When visitors come, they offer the native rice.
10
Native house: their identity. Typical house of  the residents before. It is unique because no nails were used 
in building.
11
Kinago: They plant vegetables such as onion so they don't need to have a garden. Kinago have more 
fertilizers. 
12 organic garden: source of  livelihood and food.
13 mungabut(weeding): Primary practice before planting for better growth of  plants.
14 Pinugu(forest): They get lumber for building houses and making furniture. Firewood. Watershed
15 School: Learning center for children. They acquired their basic education. 
16 Kalha(road): Connecting to the main road. Sign of  improvement.
17 Hapao rice terraces: Source of  food. It is inheritance from forefathers. For tourism. 
18 Church: It is where they listen to the word of  God. Baptisms and wedding.
19
Irrigation: Source of  water that supplies the rice terraces. When there is damage on the irrigation, they 
practice the team spirit (Bayanihan).
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20
Mutuping (stone walling): This is to prevent the paddies from further damage such as landslide. They want 
the next generation to learn it. 
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2-3 Analysis of the Site Survey Data
Yoshito KIKUCHI, Yoko SASAKI
<1> Questionnaire Data
 The questionnaire was distributed and answered in order to grasp the attribution of  participants and groups. 
Therefore, we only prepared few and simple questions.
 Through their answers, the following points were clariﬁ ed.
Sex
 Most groups included men and women equally.
Age
 All members of  Group 1 were teenagers because it consisted of  high-school students. However, members 
of  other groups included 30s-70s. Furthermore, the members of  Group 2 - Group 4 were  mainly 40s ,while 
the members of  Group 5 - Group 8 were mainly 50s.
Birth place
 Most participants were born in Hapao or other areas in Hungduan. This tendency was same in all groups. 
In addition, most of  "other area in Hungduan" were Ba-ang and Nunglunan, which are the neighbouring 
barangays to Hapao. Of  course the survey area had been already determined in the Hapao-Ba-ang-
Nungulunan area based on which local participants were invited, but the distribution of  birth places show 
that most of  them continue to live in or near their birth places.
Rice Production
 Most participants produce rice only for use. In this survey, only one participant checked both "for sale" and 
"only for sale". Though we deal with this answer as an invalid answer because it is not satisﬁ ed with demand 
of  this question, it may show that some farmers can afford to sell some produced rice.
Feelings for Hapao
 All participants answered they liked Hapao "very much" or "much". We should pay attention thatnobody 
answered that they don't like Hapao or like it little. It is a very signiﬁ cant data to consider the future vision in 
this area.
 Moreover, we asked them why they liked Hapao as an open-end question. Then their answers came out 
mainly in the following three types.
 1. because it is where they live or were born or their parents were born
 2. because they like its environment.
 3. because it is the source of  living/ provides them food.
 First reason was the majority, given by 29 participants  out of  31 (93.5%). On the other hand, the term 
"source of  living" was frequently used in the answer of  Quetion.7 (What are the rice terraces around Hapao 
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for you and your life?). Therefore it should be an important reason for many people.
Change of landscape in Hapao
 We asked the participants whether they feel landscape in Hapao was gradually changing after it was inscribed 
on the World Heritage List or not. 86.7% of  the answers showed that it was gradually changing. At the same 
time, responses to the open-ended question, how it had changed, tend to indicate positive changes. In other 
words, 55.6% of  the answers pointed out the restoration of  rice terraces, stone walls and irrigation system. 
Before this survey, we expected them to answer in a negative direction, such as expansion of  abandoned rice 
terraces. Therefore it is meaningful to consider these answers because it may show that they consider the 
World Heritage system with some positive roles.
Understanding for World Heritage
 Most participants knew about the World Heritage programme of  UNESCO and the inscription of  Hapao 
(Hungduan) rice terraces on the World Heritage List. We orally asked some participants where they learned 
it. The answers were high school, home (from parents or grandparents...), or from government/other people. 
Although these answers were from only a few samples since we didn't ask all the participants, it seemed that 
students or younger generation learned at school or at home, and adults heard from the public sector or 
other people in the area. Therefore, we considered that it was meaningful to continue to teach in schools, fur 
future generations, about the World Heritage programme including its conservation activities.
 Most participants also knew well the heritage conservationactivities for the Ifugao rice terraces. In addition, 
we asked, as an open-ended question, how they found those programmes. Half  of  the participants answered 
they were good and should be continued, while few participants answered they are bad or not enough. This 
result showed that the conservation programmes and institutions were well-known and acceptable.
Meanings of Rice Terraces for Local Inhabitants
 Finally, we asked them what rice terraces around Hapao were for you and your life. It was the question to 
grasp their way of  looking at their living area. As a result, we found that the rice terraces had two major 
Tab.15  What are the rice terraces around Hapao for you and your life?(Q.7) --  v.s. Age
Age -19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80- total
food provider(rice/vegetable/ﬁ sh...) 4 0 1 2 6 1 2 0 16
source of living 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 0 7
inheritance transferred from generation to 
generation/place of her(his) forefathers 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 7
living(working) place/part of our living 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 5
familiar place 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
place which some of the tourists come to visit 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
poorest barangay 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
symbol of industry 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
unique landscape of people 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
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signiﬁ cances : 1) role of  a food provider ("source of  living") and 2) their living place / the place of  their 
forefathers. The former was answered by 85.2% of  the responders, and the latter by 51.9%. 
 In Tab.15, we re-classiﬁ ed the data of  Tab.14, based on age groups of  responders. As a result, we found the 
following.
 1. All of  the teenagers answered the former and none of  them answered the latter.
 2. All of  the people in their 70s answered the latter.
 These data are interesting to observe the change of  signiﬁ cance of   the rice terraces for the local inhabitants.
 As a result of  the Questionnaire, we  found little differences of  characteristics and awareness between the 8 groups, 
with the exception of  age groups.
<2> Photographic Survey
 In order to analyze the characteristics of  photographs taken by the participants, we used two methods: quantitative 
approach and qualitative approach.
 In the quantitative approach, we categorized the photographs under object types and counted the sheets per object. 
The result is shown  in Tab.16.
Plants & Trees
 "Plants and Trees" was the most common type of  all photographs taken. Based on the interview with 
participants, this result described how rich were their indigenous knowledge on plants and trees, , such as use 
Tab.16　Object of  Photograph 
Group1 Group2 Group3 Group4 Group5 Group6 Group7 Group8 total
landscape of rice terraces 1 3 2 1 5 12
forest & mountain 1 2 1 1 1 1 7
rice ﬁ eld 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
plant(s)/tree(s) 2 5 5 3 6 5 1 27
irrigation system(watercross) 2 1 3 2 1 1 10
animal(s)/ﬁ sh(es)/shell(s) 3 2 1 6
native house 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 9
traditional goods 3 5 3 6 3 2 4 26
accessory(ies) 1 1
activity(ies) 1 3 1 1 4 3 13
stone wall 2 1 1 1 5
stone 1 3 1 3 1 9
rock 1 1 2
stone ﬂ ooring 1 1 1 1 4
stone chair 1 1 2
stone step 1 1
garden 1 1 1 1 1 2 7
traditional custom 1 1
river 1 1 1 1 4
church 1 1 1 3
school 1 1 2
hotspring 2 2
landsliding 1 1
bridge 1 1
road 1 1
others 1 1
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as herbal medicines. On the other hand, younger generations represented in Group 1 did not take many of  
them. We felt concerned with this tendency, because it is a signiﬁ cant issue of  the transmission of  indigenous 
knowledge, and wondered if  they would focus more on these objects in the future.
 Protection of  such knowledge draws attention of  the international society. For example, the concept of  
ABS (Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit Sharing) in on the  Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD) deals with this issue.  Moreover, the Nagoya Protocol on ABS was adopted on CBD-COP10 on 29 
October 2010, in order to establish more predictable conditions for access to genetic resources. Therefore, 
local inhabitants would have the incentive to protect their resources so that they could get good value for use 
when outsiders use their traditional resources.
Traditional Goods
 "Traditional goods" such as Chicken coop (Kubi) or Rice wine jar(buhi) was the object category with the 
second largest number of  photo shots. Through interview with the participants, it could be observed that the 
reason why they took many traditional goods was because they were their  inheritance from their forefathers. 
This reason corresponds to the answers to Q.3-2 and Q.7 of  the questionnaire. We considered it was evident 
for local inhabitants to regard the landscape of  rice terraces with the totality of  intangible and tangible 
elements of  attachment.
Rice Terraces / Rice ﬁ elds(Paddies)
 Before the survey, we had thought it would be natural that the objects of  photographs should include many 
rice terraces. However, this assumption was not necessarily correct, because this object category counted 
only 21 photographs, including those of  the landscape of  rice terraces and those of  particular rice ﬁ elds.
 Besides the quantitative result on the photo shots of  ride terraces, we could ﬁ nd another characteristic. 
When we asked them why they took the rice terraces, they answered mainly because those were the essential 
elements for their lives, if  not told stories about their individual memories attached to the rice ﬁ eld.
 This can be compared with what we had analyzed before the site survey.  We went through some postcards 
sold in Banaue (Fig.34 - Fig.55) and other materials(20 peso/1000 peso bill (Fig.56 - Fig.57) and tourist 
guide books). These  demonstrated the “spectacular views” of  objects in this area: in postcards, beautiful 
landscapes of  rice terraces which tourists favour; in bills, landscapes of  rice terraces are illustrated as a 
symbol of  national identity.
 For example, we analyzed the illustrated objects 
on the postcards sold in Banaue (Tab.17). Most 
of  the postcards had pictures of  rice terraces; 
in particular, rice terraces with a village(s) or 
reﬂ ection of  the surface of  the water of  the rice 
paddies are often shown.
 From this comparaison, it can be said that the views of  the local people are different from the depiction of  
postcards. Of  course, local people are attached to their landscape. However, their landscape has different 
meanings for themselves: individual memory, place for subsistence and so on.
 After the site survey, we asked each group to select one photo of  their biggest attachment (the group’s "best 
shot"). At a result, 5 groups among 8 selected a landscape of  rice terraces. They explained this was because 
all precious elements such as traditional tools, their houses, river, mountain and so on were included in the 
landscape of  rice terraces. This is their unique interpretation and is a very precious view.
 We should continue to excavate the locals’ own landscape, in order to safeguard their identities.
Tab.17  Data of  Postcards
total 23
Traditional Costume 7
Traditional House 4
Rice Terraces 29
(with Traditional villages) (12)
(Reﬂ ection of the surface of the water) (11)
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 When the Great East Japan Earthquake (March 11, 2011) occured in Japan, a leader of  the Self-Defense 
Forces directed his subordinate to throw away the rubble and sand, and to "dig up" and clean victims' 
personal memorabilia from the rubble because they are their identity and power for the revival. We believe 
conservation of  living heritage is similar to this episode. Many objects "digged up" in this survey signify their 
identities and memories, and should be preserved in the future.
(Yoshito KIKUCHI)
Examples of Characteristic Objects
 By looking at the 8 exhibition maps completed by the site survey, the most interesting objects,  with stories told by the 
local participants,, were selected through  discussion among the core survey team members.
1.Batu (stone): the stone locating in the paddies, which reﬂ ect the memories of  
their childhood. 
2.Dongla: the red ﬂ owers, which have the role of  important boundary between 
rice terraces. 
3.Kinago (small garden): the small cluster of  soil locating beside the rice terraces. 
Vegetables such as onions are planted by utilizing this small area.
4.Pinugu (Family forest): the local participants inherit some areas of  forest with 
rice terraces. 
Fig.26  Batu
Fig.27  Dongla
Fig.28  Kinago
Fig.29  Pinugu
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5.Pudung (ethics lock): the object (signage) made of  plants shows the 
prohibition to go further forward or prohibition not to take. 
6.Moma (Betel Nuts): The nuts are not only for chewing but also the way of  
greeting. For example, the local residents greet “Do you have moma?” instead 
of  “Hi”.
7.Mungabut(weeding): Weeding activity is very important in order to maintain 
the rice terraces and irrigation system. 
8.Putungo (stone chair): the locals rest on the stone chair while they work. It 
is often placed in front of  the house has has been also the place for courting. 
During the survey, even when they had spectacular view of  the rice terraces 
seen from sitting on this stone chair,  they took the photo of  the stone chair, 
not the view.
 According to the above reasons, these eight objects and stories obtained the consensus to share with the people in 
workshop.
(Yoko SASAKI)
Fig.31  Moma
Fig.32  Mungabut
Fig.33  Putungo
Fig.30  Pudung
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Fig.34 Fig.35
Fig.36
Fig.38
Fig.37
Fig.39
PostCards sold in Banaue
Fig.41Fig.40
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Fig.44 Fig.45
Fig.42 Fig.43
Fig.48
Fig.47Fig.46
Fig.49
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Fig.51
Fig.52
Fig.50
Fig.53
Fig.54 Fig.55 Fig.56
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Fig.57  Bill (1000PHP)
Fig.58  Bill (20PHP)
Bills in the Philippines (1000PHP/20PHP)
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2-4 Discussion and Suggestions based on the Site Survey
Yoko SASAKI
<1> “Owner system of rice terraces”
 In response to modernization, local residents have abandoned their rice terraces. This poses a problem primarily 
because without local people there will be no one to maintain the terraces. In order to prevent the further destruction 
of  the land, an alternative maintenance scheme should be suggested.
In Japan, the “owner system of  the rice terraces” is one of  the solutions in order to stop the abandonment of  harvest 
land. The terraces, which are about to be abandoned, could be rented out to people from the cities. Consequently, 
the farmers would be able to get the income through their land. For example, at Gokayama in Nanto city, Toyama 
Prefecture, where its cultural landscape has been inscribed in the World Heritage List in 1995, the farmers rent out 
their rice terraces to the people outside with a fee of  20,000 Japanese Yen per lot per month . The owners are eligible 
to consume the rice which they would harvest during the year. Every March, the Gokayama Municipality usually calls 
for 15 owners for the next harvest year. In May, rice planting starts. In late August and September, the grown rice is 
harvested. Through a year- round experience, the urban owners would be able to gain precious experience of  rice 
harvest which theywould never be able to gain in the city. Some companies are also registered as rice ﬁ eldowners in 
order to strengthenthe employees’ community bonds through the required periodical agricultural activities.
Thus, in Ifugao rice terraces as well, the “owner system of  rice terraces” could be one of  the solutions for some land 
that are likely to be abandoned due to the lack of  maintenance by younger generations. In this way, the local farmers 
can provide valuable experiences to people from the cities while having revenue and maintaining their inherited lands 
of  cultivation.
　　
<2> Branding 
 In regards to the current situation wherein only 1 out of  30 farmers is able to sell 
their traditional rice, a solution in order to share more rice with outsiders as their 
heritage must be proposed. Currently, most traditional rice are consumed just by 
the local residents, however if  they would be able to market their rice to outsiders, 
they might be able to raise more funds for the rice terraces and collect extra income 
to sustain them.
 In Japan, the Gokayama people in Nanto city, Toyama Prefecture brand their 
precious rice as “World heritage rice: Sekai- Isan- Mai” and market to the outsiders 
(Fig.59). They are selling their rice with 580 Japanese Yen per 1kg through the 
stores and internet. Some rice companies are also selling their rice which was 
harvested inside the Gokayama rice fields as “World Heritage Rice: Sekai- Isan- 
Mai”, and donate some income to protect their natural resources. Fig.59  “World Heritage Rice”
©2010 Suzunobu(T.Nishijima)
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 In Sado city, Kanagawa Prefecture, where it was inscribed as GIAHS (Globally Important Agricultural Heritage 
Systems) by FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of  the United Nations) in 2011, they designed the label of  the 
rice packages with the illustration of  ibis which is nearly extinct in Japan and named “the native rice living with ibis: 
Toki- to- Kurasu- Sato- Mai” (Fig.60). Their cultivation is done in a way to enhance natural fertilizers such as insects, to 
revive the eco-system (Fig.61), and aims at a life of  co-existence with ibis and rice paddies. They are also selling this rice 
through the stores and internet, with a fee of  1800 yen per 2kg and 3,300 yen per 5kg. The rice is being guaranteed by 
the city as a means to save the ibis by issuance of  an ofﬁ cial logo (Fig.62).
 The funds are used to protect the natural environment and to enhance environmental education for the young 
generations.
 Therefore, the Branding strategy for rice cultivated in heritage landscapes is very effective in order to obtain source of  
income and enhance the awareness of  outsiders. This approach would also lead to the enhancement of  the dignity of  
local farmers to be respected by outsiders.
<3> Participatory tourism
 Currently, most tourists stay in Banaue and visit Hugduan just for sightseeing. The tourists do trekking along the trails 
of  the rice terraces in daytime and go back to sleep in Banaue at night. In order to gain some contribution from the 
tourists, the Hungduan area must enhance participatory tourism through an overnight stay.
 For example, Gokayama in Nanto city provide not only the owner system of  rice terraces but also the participatory 
agricultural activities coupled with a short stay. I also joined that activity as a student with my classmates for 3 nights 
and 4 days. We cut the weeds on the land, which was abandoned due to the lack of  maintenance and rebuilt a stone wall 
to segregate the terraces. During the activities, the local farmers shared with us their brilliant knowledge on cultivation, 
and it amazed the students who had never spent their life in a rural area. At night, the local residents feasted us with 
their traditional dishes and music. During the conversation with local residents, I was so impressed by the pride and 
dignity of  having been born in Gokayama, and the fact that many local farmers came back to Gokayama after some 
Fig.60  The Native Rice Living with Ibis
Fig.62  Revival of  the Eco-system in the Rice Terraces for Protecting Ibis
Fig.61  Ofﬁ cial Logo
©NAGAUNE SEISANKUMIAI
©NAGAUNE SEISANKUMIAI
©NAGAUNE SEISANKUMIAI
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experience in the cities. The life stories by the local farmers encouraged young students as well. We stayed 4 days in the 
lodge shaped in the traditional “Gassho-style house”. In summary, this program was able to nurture our appreciations 
towards nature and the heritage site.
 Thus, the local farmers canprovide precious experience to the tourists by sharing their brilliant knowledge. The tourists 
would also appreciate life in Hungduan not only by visiting but also by staying there. In order to encourage the tourists 
to stay in Hungduan rice terraces, the establishment of  comfortable accommodation and sanitary environment for the 
tourists would be inevitable as well as attractive programs.
 
<4> Monitoring and further surveys
 Lastly, this kind of  survey must be monitored periodically. The changes of  their heritage, not only the rice terraces 
but also other elements of  heritage, must be recorded every few years. Otherwise, those individual heritages would be 
lost gradually. In order to conserve the heritage which was investigated in this survey, monitoring effort is necessary. 
This methodology should also be applied to investigate other different individual heritage areas even around the main 
heritage site.
Report 
on the Workshop
Chapter3 
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3-1 List of Participants
*The below list is based on a hand-written list transmitted from the registration team. Prior excuses are expressed if proper names are 
misunderstood from individual hand-writings, and that some names of participants (who did not register at the entrance) may be missing, 
therefore the list is not precise. The number of workshop participants, 65, is counted based on the number of registered persons.
NAME Barangay/Municipality/Agency Sex
ANGELINA KIDUNGON Hapao F
ANTONY BUMAGATRY Hapao M
ARNOLD ANAYUNON Hapao M
AURORA ANANAYO Hapao F
BALAJO GEORGE Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) M
BEN BALLATONG M
BENILYN N. TAGUYUNGON Hungduan National High School F
BERTHA ALBERTO Hapao F
DINAH M-LICYAYO Ifugao State University (IFSU) F
ELEONORE BASILIO Hapao F
ELENA COSTALES Hapao F
ELISA MADIWO Hapao F
ERMELINDA H-DAGO Hapao F
ESTHER NALLIW-LICNACHAN National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) F
ESTHER WILLIAM Hapao F
FELISA P. DANIOG Kiangan F
FERNANDO AORIAN University of  the Philippines NICS M
FLORENCE A. MANANGAN Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) F
GENEROSA SAWEY-OGNYA Ifugao State University (IFSU) F
HIROSHI YOSHINO Univiersity of  Tsukuba M
I. GUIMANGAL Hapao M
IMELDA T, BIYONG Hungduan F
ISABEL B, LACBAWAN President of  the Board, SITMo F
ISABELO HIMIWAT Hapao M
JANICE H. PINKIHAN Ifugao State University (IFSU) F
JASCER PICAT LGU Hungduan F
JASON  ANANAYO Hungduan National High School M
JIMMY BUMANGHAT Baang M
JONATHAN ALBERY MARTIN Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) M
JUAN TUGUINAY Nunglunan F
JUDITH B. CHOMMOG Ifugao State University (IFSU) F
JULIET ANANAYO Hapao F
JUNKO OKAHASHI Univiersity of  Tsukuba F
KATHLEEN S. NARB Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) F
KEN TAYLOR Australian National University M
KENNETH ALBERTO Ifugao State University (IFSU) M
KENNETH LIWANEN Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) M
KIUDIJAN STERING M
LUIS ADAMME Hapao M
LUIS MONDIGUING Nunglunan M
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MANAH A. JHELUAN Kiangan F
MARCIN JARZEBSKI University of  Tokyo M
MARIA B. GALLEON Kiangan F
MARGARITA NAKAKE Hapao/Ifugao State University (IFSU) F
MARLON M. MARTIN Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) M
MARTHIA F
MASAHITO YOSHIDA Univiersity of  Tsukuba M
MICHAEL TORRES Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) M
NHELDA TAPYUGON Hungduan National High School F
NOBUKO INABA Univiersity of  Tsukuba F
OBED MADANGENG Hapao M
PEDRO BENING Poblacion M
POONAM THAKUR SRISHTI COUNSULTING SERVICE(India) F
RAMON GAYADANG Hapao M
PATRICK T POLPOY Local Government Unit (LGU)-Kiangan M
ROSITA GANO Hapao F
ROWENA SICAT Local Government Unit (LGU)-Hungduan F
ROY ADAM Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) M
SYLVETTE JOY M. LICYAYO Ifugao State University (IFSU) F
TERESA BANNAGYO Hapao F
TERESITA MADIWO Nunglunan F
YOKO SASAKI Univiersity of  Tsukuba F
YOSHITO KIKUCHI Univiersity of  Tsukuba M
ZEIGLER MANTUNE Hapao M
ZEIGLER  MANTAHA Hapao M
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3-2 Programme
9:30-10:00 AM
REGISTRATION OF PARTICIPANTS 
PHOTO/MAP EXHIBITION
c/o SITMo
10:00 AM
OPENING PRELIMINARIES
The Philippine National Anthem
The Ifugao Hymn
Welcome Remarks
Introduction and Acknowledgement of  Participants
Introduction of  Survey Team(Univ. of  Tsukuba and IFSU)
Rep. of Hon. Mayor Hilario Bumangabang
SITMo
University of  Tsukuba
10:30 AM Presentation 1: Objectives and abstract of  the survey
Survey Team
(Univ. of  Tsukuba and IFSU)
10:50 AM Presentation 2: Results and ﬁ ndings of  the survey 
11:50-12:50 AM OPEN FORUM
LUNCH BREAK
1:50 PM
COMMENTS and RECOMMENDATIONS
 (by local and foreign experts)
3:15 PM CONCLUDING REMARKS
3:20-30 PM CLOSURE 
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Fig.64　Flyer of  WorkSshop "What is heritage for Hungduan People?"
Fig.63　Participants for WorkSshop
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3-3 Presentation Slides from the Workshop
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3-4 Discussion in Workshop
SITMo, Hiroshi YOSHINO
1. Presentation 1, “Objectives and abstract of the survey”, was made by Mr. Yoshito Kikuchi, student of  University of  
Tsukuba. (details to be referred to the previous chapters and presentation slides)
 
2. Presentation 2, “Results and ﬁ ndings of the survey”, was made by all three students of  University of  Tsukuba and four 
students of  IFSU. 
2.1. Survey participants
 We expected 40 local participants at most, and actually had 31 participants from barangays of  Hapao, Baang, and 
Nungulunan. All participants were farmers, except for 4 high school students. Out 
of  31 participants, 17 were female, and 14 male. The average age was 49.2 (but 54.1 
if  excluding students). Their birthplaces varied: 18 participants from the barangay 
of  Hapao, 10 from other barangays of  the Hungduan municipality, 2 from other 
municipalities in Ifugao Province, and 1 from some other area. 
2.2. Photo-taking survey result
 2.2.1. The most recurrent objects
 The result differed slightly from our expectation that the rice terraces would come 
ﬁ rst. What we actually had as the most recurrent object of  photos was ‘plants and 
trees’, followed by ‘traditional goods’ and then ‘rice terraces and ﬁ elds’.
2.2.1.1. Plants and trees
 ‘Plants and trees’ were found in 27 photos out of  about 160 in total. 
Participants explained a lot about why they took pictures of  them, telling 
us their names and usages. Usages included folk remedies for headache, 
stomachache, cuts, and so on. This showed us how knowledgeable 
the local people were regarding the vegetation of  the area. Some plant 
was also deeply related to their tradition and customs. For example, 
betel nuts (Moma, in the local language) are used in various purposes: 
as an alternative way of  greeting (instead of  saying hello) by offering 
it to somebody else, as a ceremonial offering for a bride’s family in the 
engagement, and as a medicine to strengthen teeth.
2.2.1.2. Traditional goods
 The second most numerous one was various kinds of  traditional movable 
goods, with 25 photos in total. They varied from agricultural and ﬁ shing 
tools to traditionally important goods. For instance, Ubol is made of  
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bamboo strips, carefully woven, and serves as a kind of  fish traps for 
weather ﬁ sh (an eel-like ﬁ sh).  Another example is Buhi (a jar used for the 
local rice wine), which marks a prestige, because it is expensive, and is 
inherited from parents to children for generations.
2.2.1.3. Rice terraces and ﬁ elds
 Not surprisingly, 21 photos were of  rice terraces and fields. When we 
asked farmers about what they actually took pictures of, however, it 
turned out that they wanted to take photos of  single paddies, not the great 
landscape of  rice terraces. They also added comments that the rice ﬁ elds 
were the inheritance from their forefathers. In other words, it is important, 
not because the site is a World Heritage or has the universal value to everyone, but because the place is a 
heritage from the ancestors, which should be protected and passed on to the next generation. Moreover, the 
rice terraces are necessary as the source of  living and food of  the local people.
3. ʻHow do you take care of your heritage?ʼ -- Comments from local survey participants and others
Ms. Habbiling: “Heritage” for her is her lifeblood, and this includes everything she inherited from her ancestors, 
something to cherish and take care of, so that she’ll have something to pass on to her children. An example is her rice 
ﬁ elds. She went further to say, the owners should ﬁ x the destroyed portions themselves and should not depend on the 
outside assistance. To support this activity, the people should also live simple lives and should not adopt the modern 
way of  life in order to afford maintaining the terraces.
Mrs. Elisa Madiwo (Hapao): Planting trees will sustain the water in the rice ﬁ elds, because it means to take care of  forests. 
The surrounding forests are as important as the terraced ponds where rice is planted.
Ms. Masa Melicor (Kiangan Home Stay Association President): I am from Kiangan, but I believe we share common values (with 
Hapao people) because we are all Ifugaos. Why don’t we revive positive traditional practices (e.g. dang-a, ubbu) just like 
in the older days and not rely on the governmental assistance.
Mrs. Aurora Ananayo (Hapao): While it is true that we need to take care of  our heritage, our children are already educated 
and they don’t want to go to the ﬁ elds. Nobody is there to help us and so we still need the help of  the government.
Mr. Guimangal (Councilman): The reason why the terraces are getting abandoned is because people need to look for bigger 
sources of  income for the increasing needs of  the family. Once they leave the villages, no one cultivates the ﬁ elds 
anymore.
Ms. Maria Galleon (Bayninan Farmersʼ Organization, Kiangan, Ifugao): It’s true that education is one of  the factors, but, when we 
ﬁ nish our education, we bring back the income we earn from outside and help restore our own terraces. It’s hard to 
depend on the government for assistance. If  there is any governmental assistance, it is good, but let’s help ourselves. 
(N.B. Most professional Ifugao farmers who have their own farms let tenants cultivate the farms with the owner 
spending for the inputs and other needs. When the harvesting period, both the owners and tenants have a 50/50 share 
of  the harvest.)
4. Presentation of a Japanese site with rice terraces -- similarity and difference
 Professor Nobuko Inaba (University of  Tsukuba) presented slides of  Shirakawa Village, a site with rice terraces in 
Japan, which shares various aspects with those of  the Municipality of  Hungduan. The following are the examples of  
such similarities.
 ---- Mountainous landscape (Fig,65 / Fig.66) 
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Fig.65  Mountainous landscape
(Shirakawa-go/Japan)
Fig.67  Rice terraces(Shirakawa-go/Japan)
Fig.69  Traditional house(Shirakawa-go/Japan)
Fig.71  Periodical restoration 
          of  housing
(Shirakawa-go/Japan)
Fig.72  Festivals/ceremonies
(Shirakawa-go/Japan)
Fig.73  Activities for passing on   
          to the next generations
(Shirakawa-go/Japan)
Fig.66  Mountainous landscape (Hapao/Ifugao)
Fig.68  Rice terraces(Hapao/Ifugao)
Fig.70  Traditional houses(Tam-an/Ifugao)
©Shirakawa village
©Shirakawa village
©Shirakawa village
©Shirakawa village
©Shirakawa village
©Shirakawa village
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 ---- Rice terraces (Fig.67 / Fig.68)
 ---- Traditional houses (Fig.69 / Fig.70) 
 ---- Periodical restoration of  housing (Fig.71) Festivals/ceremonies (Fig72)
 A great difference is the participation of  students as a part of  their curriculum at school. This kind of  activities helps 
the site to be recognized by and passed on to the next generations.(Fig73)
5. Comments and recommendations from local and foreign experts
Prof. Ken Taylor (Australian National University)
 The people in the audience are the experts. I acknowledge the traditional people as the owners and I pay tribute to the 
Ifugao people for the care of  this place. This is a very important exercise, and you have done a very remarkable work 
in the past days, but we (the local people, outsiders, UNESCO) have to recognize that change is inevitable. I personally 
don’t have a problem with thatched roofs being replaced by metal, but what are the acceptable levels of  change?
 The important thing is “whose values are we dealing with in these heritage areas?” This is why this exercise involving 
the local people is very important, because their values are coming through it. It is important for other people to 
understand what is important to the locals. When visitors come in and see this huge landscape, this awe inspiring, 
visitors tend to see the big picture and fail to recognize the importance of  small things to the heritage and the special 
meaning of  them. But people working in conservation do understand this. So the declaration of  this place as a world 
heritage site is for us and not for other people. The government needs to work together with the local people to plan 
for the development of  the place especially the setting up of  infrastructure like roads.
 The problem regarding tourism development here is the shortage of   decent accommodation. Tourists in their 60- 70s 
will not prefer homestays. The local people should be in control regarding development such as  setting up of  hotels. 
For example, the lake Inlay in Burma, there are a lot of  hotels around the lake controlled and managed by the local 
people which caters to the development needs of  the local people (e.g. school), not for the foreign people. This means 
big thinking to get ﬁ nances involving the Asian Development Band and local ﬁ nancers.
 Rather than selling land to developers, try to get into an organization with assistance from SITMo to get into business, 
to do a resort development. World heritage and tourism are the big business. Consider also the law of  unintended 
consequences. I am not suggesting this as a solution here but in other places, national heritage places, they have the 
same problems you are experiencing here. This could be one solution; some area set up open-air museums.
 The local people need to communicate the idea “what is important to you” to people from outside including 
UNESCO, not “what is important to them”. The invaluable feedback from this exercise should reach UNESCO and 
ICOMOS. I have always asked UNESCO/ICOMOS about the extent of  participation and involvement of  the local 
people in the nomination. This year at the World Heritage Committee, there was a petition from indigenous peoples to 
involve local people in the declaration of  World Heritage sites.
 What, for you, are the limits of  change that you feel can be accommodated in the rice terraces because change is 
inevitable? My colleagues in Japan are among the best so you are in good hands.
Ms. Poonam Thakur (Srishti Consulting Service(India))
 Wonderful involvement of  the local people. Congratulations to the researchers from Japan. Admire the involvement 
of  the locals in their heritage but there is a need for guidelines regarding the development in the heritage area. As an 
architect, I felt that there is a danger of  losing local architecture that might be overtaken by change. We need to have 
separate guidelines for addressing the integrity of  the landscape. 
 How the locals see what is heritage is the same as a foreigner or  UNESCO.  However locals have a deeper 
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understanding of  their heritage rather than outsiders, so there is a need to document all these and inform the 
concerned organizations and agencies. There are two groups here, namely, the local managers and administrators. 
The local managers need to sustain heritage and pass it on to the next generation. The administrators have the same 
objective but there is a need to identify sustainable measures to ensure the protection and preservation of  this heritage.
 It is also important to identify viable livelihood opportunities to sustain life. Responsibility needs to be deﬁ ned for the 
family and the government levels. A comprehensive survey or a community proﬁ ling needs to be conducted. This will 
facilitate the identiﬁ cation of  whose responsibility is it to take care of  the terraces, who are the people to be trained 
with skills. Regarding the homestays, we need to meet world standards. Gather all data together and come up with an 
integrated plan for the development of  the terraces.
Ms. Esther Nalliw-Licnachan (National Commission on Indigenous People (NCIP))
 I am wearing two hats as SITMo volunteer and at the same time working with the NCIP. I would like to ask if  they 
asked you if  you like this research to be conducted in your community. The importance of  these is that your indigenous 
practices and knowledge were gauged with your permission. (At this point, the speaker asked the audience if  the 
research conducted was with their consent and the audience responded in the afﬁ rmative.) The research team employed 
a very interesting methodology of  gathering data through picture taking. This methodology is not so intrusive and an 
innovation. But there are also limitations and there is also a need to understand the Ifugao idiosyncrasies. There was a 
language barrier but the IFSU students remedied it as translators and interpreters. One thing though, I would like to 
know the age bracket of  the respondents. Because I believe there is a knowledge gap between the generation today and 
our elders. How the youth sees things is quite different from how adults see things. The values of  our elders depend on 
their past experiences, likewise with the younger age bracket. So it is interesting to note what  each age bracket values. 
This survey is also an eye opener for us because we are reminded of  what is important to us a few years from now. 
We also shared how to enhance how we are going to protect our heritage. For us, how are we going to transfer this 
knowledge to the younger generation? The protection, enhancement, and enrichment of  our heritage will depend on 
us.
Mr. Marlon Martin (Chief Operating Ofﬁ cer of SITMo)
 At the end of  the day, the care and safeguarding of  our heritage is still with us, Ifugaos. Much of  the work is the 
burden of  the people of  the terraces. We were not really consulted before we were declared as a World Heritage site. 
Now there are restrictions imposed on World Heritage sites. Sometimes, these restrictions go against our interests, our 
local laws, and our local customs. Are we then supposed to follow the restrictions being imposed by UNESCO and 
other conservation agencies? With or without the inscription, it is our duty to take care of  what had been handed down 
to us and hand it down to those generations coming after us. Somehow, we Ifugaos have a different idea on how to 
develop our heritage but we are doing our best to cope with the onslaught of  change.
 A lot of  problems beset as now but are we to quit and let go of  our heritage passed on to us for the past two thousand 
years? Now more than any time in the past, the height of  degradation of  the terraces is at its peak. Now more than any 
time in the past, the Ifugaos are capable of  doing something to sustain their heritage. At SITMo as most of  you know, 
we have the NIKE Project. We believe that a long-term conservation plan is tapping into what is innate and what is 
really ours. The knowledge that created the terraces is the same knowledge that will sustain it for the next thousand 
years. But this knowledge is gradually disappearing as we start to learn new things and unlearn the old. Is this the way 
to go for us as a people? Teaching the younger generations the old ways of  our people will ensure that the terraces will 
live on in their generation. We don’t have to discard the old when we seek to learn new things. Let us use these modern 
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things to enhance the old ones that have been handed down to us. Under the NIKE project, IFSU and the Department 
of  Education will soon be teaching Ifugao Indigenous Knowledge to the young people.
 Why do we look at education as a factor in Ifugao Rice Terraces degradation? How about using it to regain what 
has been lost and re-strengthen what has remained of  our culture? It is true that during my time in grade school, we 
were taught all things about people outside our province yet they never teach us anything about us, about our culture, 
about our people, about Ifugao. Of  course they kept mentioning the Banaue Rice Terraces but that’s just about it. So 
outsiders only know about the terraces as a landscape, as a tourist spot. They don’t know about our native religion, 
about how we take care of  the forest because it is part and parcel of  the terraces system. They don’t know that every 
single aspect of  our culture, our life is linked to the terraces. Now it is our duty to let them know. The Community 
Learning Center component of  NIKE, of  which you are mostly members, seeks to develop a venue for indigenous 
knowledge education at the community level. It will also be used as a social enterprise center for community-led eco-
tourism where stewards of  the terraces will be the ones to implement their own tourism system.
 Products from traditional carving, weaving and other culture-based enterprises will be developed for marketing outside. 
This will add up to the earning capacity of  farmers without the need for getting out of  their villages. Empowering the 
farmer economically, ﬁ nancially and as a community through enhancement of  traditional values of  cooperation will 
keep them from abandoning their terraces. Most of  all, dependence from government dole-outs will be avoided if  they 
are given the tools to sustain their livelihoods.
 We have been declared a World Heritage site and that is something we have to contend with. We may need to sacriﬁ ce 
some things but in the end we will gain more from these sacriﬁ ces. Let us be vocal in asserting our rights as Professor 
Ken said. Let us participate in the crafting of  policies that would affect our lives. Let us talk. Haggiyo Ifugao.
Prof. Dinah Licyayo (IFSU)
 The values of  the younger generation towards the preservation of  the heritage are hanging and we at the academia are 
also doing our part in the conservation of  our heritage. We are also thankful of  this activity as this will be a source of  
information where we can base our plans. We do collaboration with other organizations/sectors and agencies. For our 
recommendations, we would like to include:
1. A study for the oral traditions like the “hudhud”, storytelling
2. Community consultation whenever there are studies/interventions. Example of  this is the declaration of  
Ifugao as a heritage area. We knew we are a heritage area through the billboards declaring us as a heritage 
area. Bottom-up consultation is necessary.
This time, I learned that the “pudung” is called the ethics lock. Finally, IFSU is always open for collaboration.
Prof. Masahito Yoshida (University of Tsukuba)
 I also learned a lot from the local people like plants and their uses. I would like to introduce some recommendations. 
We have the same program of  teaching the young people our farming practices.
1. Branding rice. Ifugao rice is superior to commercial rice. Local people 
should be proud of  that. This rice can be sold at a higher price than the 
commercial rice. In Japan, we brand and sell the locally produced rice 
using Japanese Ibis as a brand.
2. Opening up the conservation of  the terraces to private individuals or 
organizations for sponsorship. This includes inviting these sponsors 
to join in the farm activities and to other to tourists who would like to 
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experience farm work through a community organization. These paying tourists are given parts of  the 
harvested rice as tokens (Similar to the “Adopt a terrace program of  SITMo).
3. Shifting from a site-seeing tourism to a participative tourism.
Prof. Ken Taylor
 In Australia, there is a initiative, instead of  giving a Christmas present to a child , to buy a goat in Africa for a farmer, 
in the name of  the child. Since Ifugao is of  an outstanding universal value, you have chances to adopt such strategy.
Prof. Junko Okahashi (University of Tsukuba)
 I would like to come back to the survey results, these maps and photos, to 
discussion further with the following question: There is such a variety of  elements in 
the pictures taken. The map is like a jewel box full of  precious elements and stories. 
“How will you feel if  some of  the elements were lost or has changed after three 
years from now?” If  you are to feel sorrow because of  the loss or changes of  those 
elements of  heritage, then they are the ones to be taken care of  . Even if  change is 
inevitable, we should be able to sense and observe these changes, and do something 
about it. In the history of  heritage concept and conservation, big movements come 
up whenever rapid loss of  valued assets were disappearing. It becomes too late after 
the loss, but if  the sense of  change is shared, something can be done. Awareness of  
change and coming up with mitigating activities to preserve your heritage is very critical so that the precious things to 
us will not be lost for ever
 There are more than 900 World Heritage properties on the List, and Ifugao Rice Terraces is part of  the 30 or more 
properties on the List of  World Heritage in Danger. This is an opportunity of  international attention and if  needed, 
assistance. The local people should be informed of  the content of  the Philippine government’s annual report to the 
World Heritage Committee, as well as the Committee’s decisions regarding the endangered sites, and may ask for it. 
The local people should also be able to make points and give suggestions via local and national governments to the 
international society, to integrate them into international guidelines. UNESCO does not intend to impose guidelines 
but is in fact wishing to mediate and solicit suggestions on how to take care of  living heritage sites.
 Going back to the elements of  change, there is a need to identify a priority area where change will happen and identify 
areas of  action. Protection through local means is still the best. If  local measures are not enough, then we seek outside 
assistance. This kind of  survey may become useful as a self-monitoring tool to look back in later years what could have 
changed till then. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Prof. Nobuko Inaba
 Our students had a great experience and thank you very much for that. Please continue to memorize the important 
things for you. This is a very important exercise to remind you of  what is important in life. This is a great souvenir to 
your children because you are known to the world. We have to work hard. What can we do for these? Thank very much 
and see you again.
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Fig.74  Exhibition of  the Survey Data
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日本語要旨
菊地　淑人 / Yoshito KIKUCHI
(1) プロジェクト背景と概要
　1995 年の世界遺産登録以降、「フィリピン・コ
ルディリェーラの棚田群」は農林水産業に関する 
文化的景観の先駆的かつ象徴的事例として、同国 
内のみならず国際社会からも多くの注目を集めて
きた。しかし、地域社会に根ざした遺産マネージ
メントの必要性が叫ばれるなかで、地域の人びと
にとっての景観とは何であるのか、そしてその意識
が遺産保護にとってどれだけ影響を及ぼすか、と
いう観点から の調査は十分に行われてきたとはい
えない。こうした観点は、将来的な遺産保護の在
り方、また棚田を中心とした地域の観光の在り方
を考えるうえで少なからずの示唆を与えることがで
きるのではないかと考えられる。こうした前提のも
とに、本プロジェクトでは、「フンドゥアンの人々に
とっての「遺産」とは？」（フンドゥアンとは、調査
対象地に定めた世界遺産棚田群のある地名であ
る）というタイトルで、地域住民における棚田景観
との関係意識を調査分析し、ワークショップの場
で棚田の将 来を議論することを目 指した。
　このプロジェクトは、筑波大学大学院世界遺
産遺産専攻が関係する国際交渉力強化のため
の人材育成プログラム (GNP) の内に、フィリピ
ン・イフガオ州のNGOであるSave the Ifugao 
Terraces Movement(SITMo) とイフガオ州立大
学、フンドゥアン村役場の協力を得て実施された。
2011年 10月より準備を進め、現 地 調 査 は
2012 年 3月 6日～ 8日にかけて地域住民 31名
の協力を得て実現し、その結果をもとに、3月9 
日に地域住民を中心に65 名の参加を得てワーク
ショップを開催した。
  また、調査対象サイトは、FAO やJICAなどに
よる既存プロジェクトがすでに実施されていること
にも鑑み、 フンドゥアンと呼ばれる行政区域に位
置するハパオ、ヌングルナン、バアン地区とした ( 図 
1- 図 4:10 頁 -13 頁参照 )。
(2) 調査内容および手法
  本 調 査 は 、 地 域 住 民 が 「 好 き 」「愛着
を感じる」 と思う景観要素を検討することにその主
眼がある。したがって、多くの被験者 (地域住民 )
の好む景観要素とその理由を求めることを重視し
た。調査は、農家及び 地元高校生によって構成さ
れる８グループに分かれて行なった。(31 頁 )。当
日の調査にあたっては、フィールド調査開始前に
アンケ トー調査 ( 図 5: 28 頁に調査票 )を実施し、
構成員の属性を把握することとした。その後、そ
れぞれのグループに対し、ポラロイドカメラ2台
を貸与し、10 枚入のフィルムセット2 本分の撮影
をおこなってもらった。その際、調査隊はGPS 
Pathﬁ nder SB を携行し、ArcPad を用いて撮影
のための歩行ルート及び撮影地点の記録を行うと
ともに、撮影時には撮影理由のヒアリングを実施
した。写真は撮影後に分析に供するため回収した。
各グループのフィールド調査終了後、グループとし
て一番好きな写真 (「ベストピクチャー」)を選んで
もらった。 写真撮影時はカメラを持った個人の意
向が強く反 映される傾向があるが、後でグループ
で話し合ってベストピクチャーを1枚選択して もら
うことで、集団として最も好まれる撮影対象が何
であるかを把 握することが狙いであった。
　以上の調査終了後は、回収した写真、アン
ケート、ヒアリングデータの整理を図ると同時に、
GIS/GPSを用いて記録した歩行ルート、撮影地
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点などについてはGIS ソフトウェア (ArcView) も 
使用して分析を行った。 
　こうした分析作業と共に、日本から持参したA0
版の対象地域地図に歩行ル トーを書き込み、写真
の撮影地点と写真を照合させながら撮影地点情報
をパソコンから転記し、写真をルート地図に貼り
つけた ( 図 74:94 頁 )。こうして作成されたグルー
プ調査成果は、フンドゥアン村役場の所有する
ワークショップ会場に開催時に間に合わせて展示
することとなった。 なお、当該地域の既存地図の
作成状況は決して十分とはいえないため、調査分
析に使用したベ スーマップは、GIS 上で複数の衛
星写真、地 図 等 か ら 必 要 情 報 をトレ スー・ 
解 析 ・ 加 工 し 、 最 終的に合成したものを作成
し、それを用いた (12 頁 : 図 3)。作成にあたって
基盤とした地図は下記のとおりである。
1. 等高線データ:ASTER-GDEM( 経済産業 
省、NASA) をもとに、ArcGIS Spatial 
Analyst を用いて加工
2．棚田範囲、棚田区画、道路、河川等：
Microsoft 社 Bing Maps Aerial をもとに 
トレ スー・作図　
3．地名等 :フィリピン共和国 National 
Mapping and Resource Information 
Authority (NAMRIA) 発 行 地 形 図 
711 Map Series をもとに特定
(3) 調査データの分析
  本 調 査 に よ っ て 得 ら れ た デ ー タ は貴
重なもので、その内容は多岐にわたった。分析に
際しては、撮影された写真の被写体の分析を基
本とし、それを補完するものとしてヒアリング結果
及びアンケート調査結果を利用した。また、定量
分析、定性分析双方からのアプ ローチを図ること
で、地域社会の将来に資する分析結果を提示する
ことを目指した。撮影された写真は 166 枚に及び、
それらの被写体を分析したものが図16(64 頁 )で
ある。もっとも多く撮影された被写体要素は野菜、
薬草、樹木、果 実 な ど の 植 物 で あ っ た ( 
2 7 枚 )。 こ れ ら を 撮 影 する理由には薬草や
食用としての利用が多く挙げられ、
　比較的高い年齢層のグループによって頻繁に撮
影された。  地域の生活において、こうした植物
利用の在り方が今日に至るまで日常生活の一部で
あることを示すと同時に、年齢層の高いグループ
ではこれらの植物に地域的特徴やアイデンティティ
ともいえる愛着を感じていると見受けられた。植物
とほぼ並んで多く撮影されたものは伝統的な道具
であった (26 枚 )。たとえば脱穀に使う臼・ 杵等
の生業に関する道具、信仰生活に関する道具等で
ある。それの多くは稲作という当地の伝統的生業
に根ざしたものであり、それらを多くの調査参加
者が撮影するのも当然といえる一方で、当地の将
来的な生業のあり方を考えるうえで興味深い内容
であった。
　さて、調査対象地の棚田景観が世界遺産として
価値づけられていることを踏まえての関心事として
調査隊が有していたのが、棚田景観をめぐる撮影
である。水田を被写体にした写真は当然あり、、大
きく二種に分類すると、棚田景観を撮影したもの（絵
葉書に描写される景観とよく似た撮影内容）と個
別の「田んぼ」を 撮影したものである。後者は、
棚田として構成される全体を見たものではない。
　以上のように分類を行うと、前者が 12 枚、後
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者が 9枚撮影されていた。前者は8グループ中 5
グループで撮影され、後者は8グループ中7 グルー
プで撮影された。その撮影理由について尋 ねると、
後者の場合は「自分の水田だから」といった個人
的な意識で撮影傾向が強く、群として景観としての
「棚田」は全く意識化されていない。他方、前者
の場合は、その景観のなかに無形有形あわせたさ
まざまな要素が含まれており、他の写真に撮影し
たものを含むさまざまな対象がそのなかに存在し
ているという理由を挙げる ケ スーが多くみられた。
結果として、8グループのうち5グループの「ベス
トピクチャー」が棚田景観という結果に至った。こ
の結果は、外部者の持つイフガオの視覚的イメー
ジである「棚田景観」と同様の内容を被写体とし
て切り取っているが、ポストカードのように美しく 
壮観な景観として撮影されて いるのではなく、自
分たちの生活に関わるさまざまな要素が凝縮され
て存在しているということに起因するものであるこ
とが明らかになった。この結果は、地元住民にとっ
ての棚田=「遺産」に対する考え方を理解するう
えで興味深い事実であり、それが写真という媒体
を通じた参加型調査の分析に基づいて明らかに
なったことは、地域の将来的な在り方や今後の保
護について検討していくための基礎的な資料として
も意義深いものである。以上の量的調査を軸とし
た分析に加えて、調査隊の内で、撮影されたすべ
ての写真の中でもとりわけ 地域的特徴を示すと考
えられ、複数撮影された幾つかの被写体要素の
選択を試みた。
　これは、地域社会においてはごく日常的と考え
られている撮影対象が、将来的に地域の文化的
資源としてとらえられ、地域理解を深める観光の
在り方などを展開するうえで重要な要素となる可能
性を有すると考えたからである。以下、そのうちの
幾つかと若干の説明を述べる。
1.Batu ( 石 ): 水田に存在する石であり、多くの人
にとってそこに子供のころの記憶が残って
いる。( 図 26:66 頁 ) 2.Dongla: 赤い花
の木であり、棚田の所有者ごとの境界を示
す重要な役割を果たしている。 ( 図 27:66
頁 )
3 .Kinago(小さい庭 ):水田内に位置する石の上に
作られた土の小さな塊であり、そこに玉ね
ぎのような野菜が植えられる。( 図 28:66
頁 )
4.Pinugu( 私有林 ): 棚田傍に位置する私有林で
あり、先祖代々受け継がれるもの。( 図 
29:66 頁 )
5.Pudung:: 森林や家などへの他者の侵入や特定
のものの所有禁止を示す、植物で作られ
たサイン。
( 図 30:66 頁 )
6 .Moma(ビンロウジ ( 檳 榔 子 )): 噛むだけでな
く、挨拶の方法としても使われる。例えば、
地元住民が「こんにちは」という代わりに、
「momaいる?」というなど。( 図 31:67 頁 )
7.Mungabut( 掃除 ): 灌漑システムを維持するため
に水路の掃除を行うこと。コミュニティの
約束事として3ヶ月おきなどに行 われてい
る。( 図 32:67 頁 )
8.Putungo(石の椅子):地元住民は作業のあいだ、
石の椅子で休息をとる。それは求愛の場で
もあったりと、それぞれの人に多く思い出
が残されている。( 図 33:67 頁 ).
　以上のように、同地域には豊富な地域の伝統と
資源が潜在的に存在しているといえる。これらを
地域のアイデンティティとして、そして貴重な文化
遺産として後世に継承していくことが、世界遺産と
しての棚田保護にとっても良い効果をもたらすと考
えられる。
(4) ワークショップの実施
  以上の現地調査結果を報告・共有する場として、 
3月 9日には、フンドゥアン村・ポブラシオン地区
の会場にて、「フンドゥアンの人々にとっての「遺産」
とは ?」と題するワークショップが開催された。同
ワークショップには、調査参加者であった地元住
民およびその近隣住民・友人たち、地域行政従事
者、SITMo 関係者、イフガオ州立大学関係者等、
計 65 名の参加を得て開催された。
　また、ワークショップにはオ スートラリア国立大
学 Ken Taylor 氏、インドの建築文化遺産保護の
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専門家 Poonam Thakur 氏も参加し、国際的な
見地からコメントが発出された。また、ワークショッ
プ会場の壁面には、8グループそれぞれの調査成
果である写真付きルートマップが貼られ、来場者
にとってのささやかな展示会場ともなった。ワーク
ショップのプログラムは、 78頁のとおりである。
　午前中にはまず、調査チーム (筑波大学及びイ
フガオ州立大学学生 )が「調査の目的及び手法」
を説明し、その後、「調査・分析結果」を、撮影
された写真の数々を提示しつつ報告した。 その後、
ワークショップ参加者に対して、「本調査を基に、
遺産の保護・発展のためどんな行動をとるべきか？」
という問いが投げかけられ、それらを踏まえて午
前中いっぱいは地元参加者からの貴重な意見が
寄せられ、遺産保護・活用のあり方をめぐって活
発な意見交換がなされた。
　午後のセッションでは、筑波大学・稲葉信子氏
より日本の事例として岐阜県の世界遺産、白川郷
におけるコミュニティーを核とした保護活動につい
ての報告が行われた。棚田を中心とした農村景観
など、Hapao と類似する景観が日本にも存在する
ことについて、地元参加者の関心が集められた ( 図 
65- 図 70: 8 9 頁 )。
　その後、このたびの調査や今後の検討課題に
ついて、フィリピン内外の複数の専門家（国家先
住民委員会の Esther Nalliw-Licnachan 氏、
SITMo の Marlon Martin 氏、イフガオ州立大
学の Dinah Licyayo 氏、筑波大学より調査参加・
指導にあたった吉田正人氏および岡橋純子氏）に
よってコメントや提案がなされた。最後には、稲
葉信子氏によって閉会の辞として関係者各位への
御礼が述べられ、盛況のうちにワー クショップは
終了した。
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